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Robert Axel has been named the official Divine Bitches fuck toy by Maitresse Madeline. This week's update finds Robert on
his second day of training and this time with Goddess Aiden Starr. Goddess continues Robert's long hard road to perfection
with plenty of trampling, flogging, cropping, ball torture, pegging, pussy worship, ass cleaning and evil verbal humiliation that
only the sadistic and twisted mind of Goddess Aiden Starr can spew. This is good training for Robert since in his real life he's
the type of man that women fawn over. Not here, Robert Axel! Here you are merely just one muscly large piece of hard meat
for the Divinest women of the world to fuck. We can careless if you get yours, but if you do be prepared to eat it! And, that's
just what Goddess demands. See you on your next day of training, Robert!Robert Axel has been named the official Divine
Bitches fuck toy by Maitresse Madeline. This week's update finds Robert on his second day of training and this time with
Goddess Aiden Starr. Goddess continues Robert's long hard road to perfection with plenty of trampling, flogging, cropping,
ball torture, pegging, pussy worship, ass cleaning and evil verbal humiliation that only the sadistic and twisted mind of
Goddess Aiden Starr can spew. This is good training for Robert since in his real life he's the type of man that women fawn
over. Not here, Robert Axel! Here you are merely just one muscly large piece of hard meat for the Divinest women of the world
to fuck. We can careless if you get yours, but if you do be prepared to eat it! And, that's just what Goddess demands. See you
on your next day of training, Robert!
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